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Theorem 5 in the above paper claims that PBmL equivalence is decidable. This 
result is incorrect with the error arising from trying to use the same reduction 
to Presberger statements that works for FIL (S~) formulas arising from PmL 
schemata to those FIL (S~) formulas arising from PBmL schemata. The correct 
result is the following: 

Theorem 5 (W. Goldfarb): The equivalence problem for PBNIL schemata is un- 
decidable. 

Proof: Consider the following two schemata (presented as programs): 

$1: $2: X ~ X  
X , ~  F X  
X2~-- F F X  
X 3 o - F F F X  

L: if ~b (Xl, X2, X3) then 
begin 
X I ~ - F X  1 
X2 ~-FFX 2 
X 3 *--FFFX 3 
90 to L 
end 

else halt 

where q5 is to be specified below and the designated output variable in S~ and 
S 2 is X. It is clear that S~ is equivalent to S 2 if and only if S1 halts under all 
interpretations. 

We will-construct q~ so that S~ remains in a loop if and only if a domino 
covering problem for the upper right quadrant has a solution [1]. The un- 
decidability of the domino covering problem then yields the result. 

Let {all, ~.., d,} be a set of dominos, let H =  {(i,j)[ the right side of di matches 
the left side of dj}, and let V={( i , j ) l  the top of di matches the bottom of dj}. 
Let Tdl,..., Td, be the test letters occurring in r r is the conjunction of the 
following three clauses: 
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C1 �9 @ Td, (Xx) (i.e. an exclusive or over all Td, (XO) 
i = l , n  

<i , j> aH 

C3: V T.,(X,)&T.,(X3) 
< i , j > a V  

We interpret the Ta's as domino placements. Let i be the largest power of 2 that 
divides n and let j be the largest power of 3 that divides n. Interpret Talk (F" X) 
as true provided domino dk resides on cell (i , j) .  Note that with i a n d j  as above, 
the cell referred to by F 2" X is (i + 1,j) and by F 3n X, (i , j  + 1). 

S, remains in a loop provided that V n (o (F" X, F z" X, F 3" X) is true. Under the 
above interpretation, clause C1 requires each square to contain a unique 
domino, clause e 2 requires that dominos match right and left edges, and clause 
C 3 requires that dominos match top and bottom edges. Hence if the domino 
problem has a solution, we have S 1 not equivalent to S 2. 

Conversely, assume that. Sa is not equivalent to S 2. Tile square ( i , j )  with domino 
d provided that Te (F 2' 3, X) is given the value true by the interpretation ex- 
hibiting non-equivaleance. Clause C 1 ensures that there will be one and only 
one such at. Clauses C2 and C3 then guarantee that the domino problem 
constraints are satisfied, thus yielding a tiling. 

Q.E.D. 

At this point I would like to thank Richard Lipton and Harry Lewis for finding errors in the 
proof of the incorrect theorem 5. I would also like to thank Warren Goldfarb for allowing me 
to present his proof of the correct result. 
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